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iPhone5 is more than just a phone as per apple, there are significant positive changes made by
apple this time to make iPhone5 easy to use and user friendly, apple going to introduce various new
features this time.

Why iPhone5 is called as new iPhone?

iPhone makers firm apple use number system for their each model release, like iPhone3G, then
3GS, again they launch iPhone4, last year apple announce and then release iPhone4s. Itâ€™s for this
intention that many persons predictable that Apple to trail this naming array and call the future
iPhone, means iPhone5.

What is going to new this time?

iPhone4 is really great phone itself, will expected be surpassed by its beneficiary which is now
expected to be released in the second half of this year. Expect iPhone5 certainly exciting and
interesting, most of us are also interested in what type of accessories will be coming along with it.
Some rumors surrounding the phone says that this new iPhone5 has new advantage of technology
call LTE technology, on top of new battery and because of expected lager iPhone screen the new
version iPhone will feature the new and best version of Wi-Fi technology 4G LTE technology,
currently apple product iPad use this LTE technology, but as per rumors we expect that technology
in forthcoming iPhone5 also.

Now the main question about iPhone5 is what is the LTE technology that we are talking about?

LTE means â€œlong term evolutionâ€•. Actually it is base protocol of Wi-Fi technology that is responsible
for frequency ratio that phone owners to connect with Wi-Fi zone. While LTE is always to be
referred as 4G technology, it uses same manner technology found in 3G it is very close to it.
Subsequently LTE is basically a transportations protocol, which means it has to be adopted by
systems across the globe. LTE technology was founded in both America - Canada, with it is being
certain upon in Mexico.

So the new question is what is the benefit of this so called LTE technology?

It is nice question and, the answer of the question is as simple like, LTE technology is based on
communication, so defiantly you will get better communication via this new Enovation, and because
of this you will get good speed and communication power compare it to 3G and 4G.

This moment iPhone5 is under production mode as per apple, but we expecting some dreaming
changes by apple as per rumors donâ€™t care about whatever it is, but one fact over there is apple
going to introducing some of the best phone features, which all are expected by us, I mean you call
it new iPhone.

So finally apple is going to launch new phone- New iPhone with extreme features included with LTE
technology, which is every phone user desire, new iPhone5 going to be smarter that you ever
imagine. We have also news that apple going to use Gorilla Glass 2 in this new iPhone also just
imagine about wireless charging feature. So we all exacting and excited about this new and
dreaming features of iPhone.
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